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Abstract—In this paper, we describe a system that can carry4
out simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) in large in-5
door and outdoor environments using a stereo pair moving with 66
DOF as the only sensor. Unlike current visual SLAM systems that7
use either bearing-only monocular information or 3-D stereo in-8
formation, our system accommodates both monocular and stereo.9
Textured point features are extracted from the images and stored10
as 3-D points if seen in both images with sufficient disparity, or11
stored as inverse depth points otherwise. This allows the system to12
map both near and far features: the first provide distance and ori-13
entation, and the second provide orientation information. Unlike14
other vision-only SLAM systems, stereo does not suffer from “scale15
drift” because of unobservability problems, and thus, no other in-16
formation such as gyroscopes or accelerometers is required in our17
system. Our SLAM algorithm generates sequences of condition-18
ally independent local maps that can share information related19
to the camera motion and common features being tracked. The20
system computes the full map using the novel conditionally inde-21
pendent divide and conquer algorithm, which allows constant time22
operation most of the time, with linear time updates to compute23
the full map. To demonstrate the robustness and scalability of our24
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system, we show experimental results in indoor andoutdoor urban
environments of 210- and 140-m loop trajectories,with the stereo
camera being carried in hand by a person walking atnormal walk-
ing speeds of 4–5 km/h.

Index Terms—Linear time, scalability, stereo vision, visual si- 25
multaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). 26

I. INTRODUCTION: STATE-OF-THE ART IN VISUAL SLAM 27

THE INTEREST in using cameras in simultaneous localiza- 28

tion and mapping (SLAM) has grown tremendously in re- 29

cent times. Cameras have become much more inexpensive than 30

lasers, and also provide texture rich information about scene 31

elements at practically any distance from the camera. 6-DOF 32

SLAM systems based on 3-D laser scanners plus odometry have 33

been demonstrated feasible both indoors and outdoors [2], [3], 34

as well as vision aided by laser without odometry [4] and vision 35

aided by an inertial navigation system [5], [6]. But in applica- 36

tions where it is not practical to carry heavy and bulky sensors, 37

such as egomotion for people tracking and environment mod- 38

eling in rescue operations, cameras seem the only light weight 39

sensors that can be easily adapted to helmets used by rescuers, 40

or simply worn. 41

Current visual SLAM research has been focused on the use 42

of either monocular or stereo vision to obtain 3-D information 43

from the environment. Quite a few monocular visual SLAM 44

systems have been demonstrated to be viable for small environ- 45

ments [7]–[16]. Most are essentially standard extended Kalman 46

filter (EKF) SLAM systems, and vary in the technique used to 47

initialize a feature, given the partiality of the bearing only infor- 48

mation provided by one camera, or in the type of interest points 49

extracted from the images (be it Harris corners, Shi–Tomasi 50

corners, scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) features, or 51

some combination). Some works have also considered segment 52

features [17], [18]. Larger environments have been tackled in 53

hierarchical visual SLAM [19]. 54

A single camera is used in all of these systems, and although 55

very distant features are potentially detectable, scale unobserv- 56

ability is a fundamental limitation. Either the scale is fixed in 57

some way (for example, by observing a known object [16]), or 58

drift in scale can occur as is reported in the hierarchical visual 59

SLAM system [19]. Panoramic cameras are also being used in 60

visual SLAM [20], [21]. Here, the limitation of scale unobserv- 61

ability is overcome using an additional stereo vision bench for 62

motion estimation between consecutive frames. In the work of 63

Royer et at. [22], only monocular images are used. Mapping 64

is achieved using a batch hierarchical bundle adjustment algo- 65

rithm to compute all camera as well as interest points locations. 66

The scale is introduced in the system by manually entering the 67

length of the path. 68
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Stereo visual systems provide scale through the baseline69

between the cameras, known from calibration. Davison and70

Murray demonstrated the first active stereo visual SLAM sys-71

tem [23]–[25]. It is based on standard EKF, and thus, has low72

scalability also. Under restrictive planar environment assump-73

tions, Iocchi et al. built an environment map using stereo [26]. Se74

et al. demonstrated a visual stereo SLAM system using SIFT fea-75

tures in a small laboratory environment [27]. This system is also76

unlikely to scale adequately to large environments or work in77

more challenging outdoor scenarios as cross-correlations were78

neglected for computational reasons. In [28] and [29], the au-79

thors demonstrate an autonomous blimp system for terrain map-80

ping using stereo as the only sensor, also using a standard EKF81

SLAM algorithm. Saez et al. [30] presented a 6-DOF stereo82

visual SLAM system, where egomotion estimation is done by83

a 3-D point matching algorithm, and mapping through a global84

entropy minimization algorithm in indoor orthogonal scenarios,85

with difficult extension to more complex nonorthogonal envi-86

ronments.87

In [31] and [32], Sim et al. describe a dense visual SLAM88

system using Rao–Blackwellized particle filters and SIFT fea-89

tures (a similar effort in using Rao–Blackwellized particle filters90

and SIFT features for visual SLAM was reported in [15]). Vi-91

sual odometry [structure from motion (SFM)] is used to generate92

proposals for the sensor motion and global pose estimation algo-93

rithms for loop closing. This system works in either monocular94

or stereo mode, with cameras mounted on a robot moving in95

2-D; sensor trajectories with 6 DOF will require large amounts96

of particles for their representation. In [33], the authors also97

compare the advantages of separate monocular and stereo ap-98

proaches in traditional SLAM frameworks.99

In this paper, we show the advantages of being able to ac-100

commodate both monocular and stereo information in carrying101

out a 6-DOF SLAM with a handheld camera. In the works of102

Sola et al. [34] and Lemaire et al. [20], it is also pointed out103

that combining visual information at close range as well as at104

infinity should improve the performance of visual SLAM.105

Since the initial results of [35], great progress has been made106

in the related problem of visual odometry [36]–[39]. Visual107

odometry systems have the important advantage of constant108

time execution. Furthermore, during exploratory trajectories, in109

which an environment feature is seen for a certain window of110

time and never more, visual odometry can obtain the same preci-111

sion in the estimation of the sensor location as a SLAM system,112

with a great reduction in cost. Unfortunately, visual odometry113

does not cope with loop closings, and thus, eventual drift in these114

cases is inevitable. Stereo visual odometry combined with GPS115

can result in a mapping system that avoids long-term drift [40],116

[41], but unfortunately GPS is not always available. Improving117

the precision in sensor location through loop closing is one of118

the main advantages of SLAM.119

An important limitation of current SLAM systems that use120

the standard EKF algorithm is that when mapping large environ-121

ments very soon, they face computational as well as consistency122

problems [42]. Many efforts have been invested in reducing the123

O(n2) cost of the EKF updates. In [43], an information filter,124

the dual of the Kalman filter, was used, allowing constant time125

updates irrespective of the size of the map. An approximation 126

is carried out to sparsify the information matrix, which may 127

lead to map divergency [44]. The treemap algorithm [45] per- 128

forms updates in O(log n) also by forcing information matrix 129

sparseness by weak link breakage. In more complicated trajec- 130

tories, such as lawn mowing, the cost can be more than log 131

linear [46]. In the smoothing and mapping method [47], the 132

authors observed that the information matrix is exactly sparse 133

when all vehicle locations are considered in the stochastic map, 134

and thus, very efficient techniques can be used to compute 135

the batch solution (a recent incremental version is described 136

in [48]). 137

All of these algorithms use the information form, and thus, 138

the state and covariance are not readily available. There are al- 139

ternatives that work on the covariance form, such as the map 140

joining algorithm [49]. It works on a sequence of local maps of 141

limited size, and thus, it can cut down the cost of EKF SLAM 142

considerably, although remaining O(n2). It has the additional 143

advantage of improving the consistency of the resulting esti- 144

mation [42]. The divide and conquer algorithm [50] is able 145

to compute the covariance form of the stochastic map in an 146

amortized time linear with the size of the map, improving fur- 147

ther the consistency of the solution. However, in these systems, 148

local maps are required to be statistically independent. This re- 149

quires creating a new local map from scratch every time the 150

current local map size limit has been reached. Consequently, 151

no sharing of valuable information is possible in a 6-DOF vi- 152

sual SLAM, such as the camera velocity, or information about 153

features currently being tracked. This issue has been tackled 154

in a recent work [51] by using the conditional independence 155

property. 156

In this paper, we describe a robust and scalable 6-DOF visual 157

SLAM system that can be carried in hand at normal walking 158

speeds of 4–5 km/h, and used to map large indoor and outdoor 159

environments. In Section II, we summarize the main character- 160

istics of our system. In Section III, we describe the details of the 161

visual SLAM system that provides the sequence of condition- 162

ally independent (CI) local maps, the basic building blocks of 163

our mapping algorithm. This algorithm, CI divide and conquer 164

(D&C) SLAM, is explained in Section IV. In Section V, we 165

describe the two experiments carried out to test the system, an 166

indoor 200-m loop and an outdoor 140-m loop. In Section VI, 167

we discuss the results obtained, and finally, in Section VII, we 168

draw the main conclusions of our work. 169

II. OUR PROPOSAL 170

The fundamental characteristics of the system that we de- 171

scribe in this paper are as follows. 172

1) Unlike any other visual SLAM system, we consider in- 173

formation from features, both close and far from the cam- 174

eras. A stereo provides 3-D information from nearby scene 175

points, and each camera can also provide bearing only in- 176

formation from distant scene points. Both types of infor- 177

mation are incorporated into the map and used to improve 178

the estimation of both the camera pose and velocity, as 179

well as the map. 180
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Fig. 1. Stereo vision system used to acquire the image sequences. (Left)
Experimental setup during the data acquisition for the indoor experiment.

2) Nearby scene points provide scale information through181

the stereo baseline, eliminating the intrinsic scale unob-182

servability problem of monocular systems.183

3) We use the CI D&C SLAM, a novel SLAM algorithm that184

allows the system to maintain both camera velocity infor-185

mation and current feature information during local map186

initialization. This adds robustness to the system without187

sacrificing precision or consistency in any way. Being a188

D&C algorithm, it also allows linear time execution, en-189

abling the system to be used for large-scale indoor/outdoor190

SLAM.191

Our 6-DOF hardware system consists of a stereo camera car-192

ried in hand and a laptop to record and process a sequence of193

images (see Fig. 1). Since the camera moves in 6 DOF, we de-194

fine the camera state using 12 variables: camera position in 3-D195

Cartesian coordinates, camera orientation in Euler angles, and196

linear and angular velocities. It is known that a stereo camera can197

provide depth estimation of points up to a certain distance deter-198

mined by the baseline between left and right cameras. Therefore,199

two regions can be differentiated: a region close to the cameras200

and visible by both, in which the stereo behaves as a range and201

bearing sensor. The second is the region of features far from202

the cameras or seen by only one, in which the stereo becomes203

a monocular camera, providing only bearing measurements of204

such points. To take advantage of both types of information, we205

combine 3-D points and inverse depth (ID) points (introduced206

in [52]) in the state vector in order to build a map and estimate207

the camera trajectory. The system produces sequences of local208

maps of limited size containing both types of features using an209

EKF SLAM algorithm. As we detail in Section IV, these local210

maps are joined into a full map using the CI D&C SLAM algo-211

rithm, obtaining as final result a full stochastic map containing212

all tracked features, and the final and intermediate camera states213

from each local map. This system is highly scalable: local maps214

are built in constant time, regardless of the size of the environ-215

ment, and the CI D&C algorithm requires amortized linear time.216

217

During the feature tracking process, the right image is cho-218

sen as reference to initialize new features. Interest points are219

detected and classified according to their disparity with the left220

image. Those points whose disparity reveals a close distance221

are initialized as 3-D features, otherwise they are modeled as222

ID points and initialized using the bearing information obtained223

from the right image. When the camera moves, these features224

are tracked in order to update the filter and produce the corre- 225

sponding corrections. To track a feature, its position is predicted 226

in both images inside a bounded region given by the uncertainty 227

in the camera motion and the corresponding uncertainty of the 228

feature. 229

The process to select, initialize, and manage these features is 230

detailed in the next section. 231

III. VISUAL SLAM SYSTEM 232

A. State Representation 233

The state vector that represents a local submap xB contains 234

the final camera location xc and the location of all features xf1 :n 235

with respect to the map base reference B, the initial camera lo- 236

cation. Some features are codified using the ID parametrization 237

that model points that are at the infinity in xID . Additionally, 238

Cartesian 3-D parametrization is used to represent depth points 239

in x3D : 240

xB =
[

xc

xf1 :n

]
=


 xc

xID

x3D


 . (1)

The camera is described by the position of its optical center 241

in Cartesian coordinates r, its orientation in Euler angles Ψ, its 242

linear velocity v, and its angular velocity w. In order to carry 243

out the prediction process, the camera motion follows a constant 244

velocity model with zero mean Gaussian noise in the linear and 245

angular accelerations 246

xc =




r
Ψ
v
w


 . (2)

Image corners classified as depth points are transformed to 247

3-D points, given the disparity information provided by the 248

stereo pair. Section III-D describes the criterion adopted to select 249

points as depth points. Since the stereo camera provides rectified 250

images, the backprojection equations to obtain a 3-D point are 251

based on a pinhole camera model that relates image points and 252

3-D points using the following transformation function: 253

x3D = f(ur , vr , ul , vl)

= [x, y, z]T

=
[
b(ur − u0)

d
,
b(vr − v0)

d
,
fb

d

]T

(3)

where (ur , vr ) and (ul, vl) are the pixels on the right and left 254

images, and d = (ul − ur ) is the horizontal disparity. The re- 255

mainder terms in the equations are the calibrated parameters 256

of the camera, i.e., the central pixel of the image (u0 , v0), the 257

baseline b, and the focal length f . 258

Given the camera location xci
, an ID point is defined in [52] 259

as 260

xID =




ri

θi

φi

ρi


 . (4)
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Fig. 2. Points detected using a stereo camera. Projection of map features on both left and middle images. (Right) We show feature uncertainties from a lateral
perspective. 3-D feature uncertainties are drawn using darker ellipses whereas we use samples to show the ID feature uncertainties. The accompanying video
VSLAM local map.avi illustrates the process of building a single local submap.

This vector depends on the optical center ri of the camera from261

which the feature was first observed, the direction of the ray262

passing through the image point (i.e., azimuth θi , elevation φi),263

and the inverse of its depth, ρi = 1/di .264

B. Selection and Management of Trackable Points265

To ensure tracking stability of map features, distinctive points266

have to be selected. Following a similar idea as the one presented267

in [53], we use the Shi–Tomasi variation of the Harris corner268

detector to select good trackable image points and their corre-269

sponding 11 × 11 surrounding patch.270

From the first step, the right image is split using a regular271

grid; the point with the best detector response per grid cell is272

selected (see Fig. 2). At each step, we use only those features273

that fall in the field of view (FOV) of the camera when they are274

projected along with their uncertainties on right and left images.275

Using the patch associated with each feature, a matching search276

based on normalized cross-correlation is performed inside the277

projected uncertainty region, as introduced in [24]. During the278

following steps, those cells that become and remain empty for279

a given time are monitorized to initialize a new feature when a280

good point is detected. In this way, features can be uniformly281

distributed in the image, improving the amount of information282

gathered from the scene, and therefore the map estimate. The283

approach is accompanied by a feature management strategy so284

that nonpersistent features are deleted from the state vector to285

avoid an unnecessary growth in population.286

C. Measurement Equation287

At each step, we apply the active search process described288

before such that, for each projected feature in the stereo image,289

a match is found after performing normalized cross-correlation.290

Thus, a new observation z given by the matched pixel is used to291

update the state of the camera and the map.292

In the right camera, the equation that defines the relation293

between the ith ID feature xi
ID and its observation zri

ID is given294

by the following measurement equation:295

zri

ID = hr
ID (xc ,xi

ID ) + υ

= projection(�xc ⊕ xi
ID) + υ (5)

where hr
ID is the function that projects the ID feature to the right 296

camera and υ is a zero mean Gaussian noise with σp standard 297

deviation that represents the projection error in pixels. Alterna- 298

tively, we can define the measurement equation that relates the 299

inverse point observation on the left image by 300

zli
ID = hl

ID(xc ,xi
ID ) + υ

= projection(�xc ⊕ xcr cl
⊕ xi

ID) + υ (6)

where the displacement of the left camera optical center with 301

respect to the right camera is given by the rigid transformation 302

xcr cl
= [0 b 0]T . 303

In a similar way, we describe observations corresponding to 304

3-D map features in the right and left cameras as 305

zri

3D = hr
3D(xc ,xi

3D) + υ

= projection(�xc ⊕ xi
3D) + υ

zli
3D = hl

3D(xc ,xi
3D)

= projection(�xc ⊕ xcr cl
⊕ xi

ID) + υ.

Note that we use ⊕ and � operators in order to denote the 306

corresponding compositions and inversions of transformations. 307

They represent different transformations depending on the kind 308

of parametrization used to express a feature. In [49], the defini- 309

tions for 2-D transformations were introduced, dealing mainly 310

with point features and line features. In [54], the operations 311

have been extended for 3-D ID and depth points. Details of 312

the calculation of the corresponding Jacobians to propagate the 313

uncertainties correctly can also be found in [54]. 314

Fig. 2 shows the prediction of these 3-D ID features that fall 315

inside the FOV of each of the cameras. A good advantage of 316

using a stereo camera is that although a feature can disappear 317

from the FOV of one camera, information to update the state is 318

available if the feature can be still found in the other. As it will 319

be shown in the experiments, this fact is of extreme importance 320

when the camera rotates or turns around a corner, since features 321

escape very fast from the FOV of a single camera, making the 322

estimation of the camera location in these moments very weak. 323

D. Depth Points Versus ID Points 324

Current research on monocular SLAM has shown that the 325

ID parametrization is suitable to represent the distribution of 326
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Fig. 3. Simulated experiment of a point reconstruction from a stereo pair observation for a point at (left) 5-, (middle) 10-, and (right) 15-m distance. The point
clouds are samples from the real distribution of the point location, given that the pixel noise in the images is Gaussian. Dark red ellipses represent the uncertainty
region for the point location when the back projection equations of a depth point are linearized. Light green regions represent the uncertainty in the point using the
ID parametrization. The accompanying video VSLAM stereo distribution.avi shows the real and approximate uncertainties.

features at infinity as well as close points, allowing to perform327

an undelayed initialization of features. Despite its properties,328

each ID point needs an overparametrization of six values instead329

of a simpler three coordinates spatial representation [55]. This330

produces a computational overhead in the EKF. Working with a331

stereo camera, which can estimate the depth of points close to332

the camera, raises the subtle question of when a feature should333

be initialized using a 3-D or an ID representation.334

In order to clarify this issue, we have designed a simulated335

experiment to study the effect of the linearization in both rep-336

resentations when a point is initialized using the stereo infor-337

mation. In this simulated experiment, the variance of the pixel338

noise (σp = 1 pixel) and the actual intrinsic parameters of the339

stereo camera used, such as the baseline, are taken into account340

to implement the simulation. The experimental setup consists of341

a stereo pair where the left camera is located at the origin of the342

reference frame, with its principal axis pointing along Z- and the343

X-axes pointing to the right. The right camera is at b = 12 cm in344

X . We consider a point that is in the middle between both cam-345

eras at different distances in Z. Given a noisy pixel observation,346

the uncertainty region of a reconstructed point is sampled and347

plotted in Fig. 3 for three different point distances: 5,10, and348

15 m. The uncertainty region of the 3-D representation, which349

is calculated using a linearization of (3) and evaluated in the350

ground truth, is represented by the dark red ellipse. The corre-351

sponding uncertainty region of the linearized ID representation352

is bounded by the light gray lines in the plot. Notice that the ID353

parametrization models very accurately the real uncertainty for354

the studied distances. However, although the dark ellipse covers355

the real distribution at 5 m quite accurately, for longer distances,356

the ellipse overestimates the uncertainty in the region close to357

the cameras and is overconfident for far distances.358

This empirical analysis suggests choosing a threshold of 5 m.359

A point closer than 5 m is initialized using a 3-D representation,360

a more distant point is parameterized as an ID point.361

ID features can be transitioned to 3-D points, reducing signif-362

icantly the number of DOF. Conversion requires an analysis of363

the linearity of the functions that model both depth point and ID364

point distributions. In [55], this issue is considered by using a365

linearity index. Such analysis makes it possible to decide when366

Fig. 4. Binary tree representing the hierarchy of maps that are created and
joined in D&C SLAM. The red line shows the sequence in which maps are
created and joined.

an inverse point distribution is well approximated with the over- 367

parameterized coding. Switching from ID to depth depends on 368

a linearity threshold derived from the analysis. 369

IV. CI D&C SLAM 370

D&C SLAM has proved to be a good algorithm in mini- 371

mizing the computational complexity of EKF-based SLAM and 372

improving consistency of the resulting estimate [50]. The al- 373

gorithm allows us to efficiently join several local maps into a 374

single state vector using map joining in a hierarchical tree struc- 375

ture (see Fig. 4). Local maps can be obtained in constant time, 376

regardless of the size of the environment, and the map joining 377

operations can be performed in an amortized linear time. The 378

D&C SLAM algorithm was, however, conceived for statistically 379

independent sequences of local maps. This requires creating a 380

new local map from scratch every time the current local map 381

size limit has been reached. Consequently, it is not possible 382

to share valuable information in a 6-DOF visual SLAM, such 383

as the camera velocity, or information about features currently 384

being tracked. 385

In this section, we describe the CI D&C SLAM algorithm, 386

which is able to work with maps that are not statistically in- 387

dependent, but rather CI, and thus, allow to share the valuable 388
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information with no increment in computational cost or loss of389

precision whatsoever.390

A. CI Local Maps391

In visual SLAM, it can be very useful to share some state392

vector components between consecutive submaps: some camera393

states, such as linear and angular velocities, as well as features394

that are in the transition region between adjacent submaps and395

are currently being tracked. This allows us to improve the es-396

timate of relative location between the submaps and continue397

tracking the observed features with no interruptions. Neverthe-398

less, special care is needed to join the submaps in a single map399

since their estimates are not independent anymore.400

The novel technique to achieve these requirements is based401

on the concept of CI local maps presented in [51]. Here, for402

the reader convenience, we present a brief summary of the403

technique.404

Suppose that a local map 1 has been built and we want to start405

a new submap 2 not from scratch, but sharing some elements406

in common with 1. Submap 1 is described by the following407

probability density function:408

p(xA ,xC |za) = N
([

x̂Aa

x̂Ca

]
,

[
PAa

PAC a

PC Aa
PCa

])
(7)

where xA are the components of the current submap that only409

belong to map 1, xC are the elements that will be shared with410

map 2, and za the observations gathered during the map con-411

struction. Notice that upper case subindices are for state vector412

components whereas lower case subindices describe which ob-413

servations z have been used to obtain the estimate.414

Submap 2 is then initialized with the result of marginalizing415

out the noncommon elements from submap 1:416

p(xC |za) =
∫

p(xA ,xC |za) dxA = N (x̂Ca
, PCa

). (8)

During the trajectory along map 2, new observations zb are gath-417

ered about the common components xC as well as observations418

of new elements xB that are incorporated into the map. When419

map 2 is finished, its estimate is finally described by420

p(xC ,xB |za , zb) = N
([

x̂Ca b

x̂Ba b

]
,

[
PCa b

PC Ba b

PBCa b
PBa b

])
(9)

where the subindices in the estimates x̂Ca b
and x̂Ba b

reveal421

that both sets of observations za and zb have been used in the422

estimation process. This means that submap 2 is updated with423

all the information gathered by the sensor. But observe that map424

1 in (7) has been updated with the observation za but not with425

the more recent observations zb .426

Fig. 5 shows a Bayesian network that describes the proba-427

bilistic dependencies between elements of submaps 1 and 2. As428

it can be seen, the only connection between the set of nodes429

(xA , za ) and (xB , zb ) is through node xC , i.e., both subgraphs430

are d-separated given xC [56]. This implies that nodes xA and431

za are CI of nodes xB and zb given node xC . Intuitively, this432

means that if xC is known, submaps 1 and 2 do not carry any433

additional information about each other.434

Fig. 5. Bayesian network that describes the relations between two consecutive
submaps.

B. CI Map Joining 435

Consider two consecutive CI local maps. We are interested in 436

joining the maps into a single stochastic map described by 437

p(xA ,xB ,xC |za , zb)

= N





 x̂Aa b

x̂Ca b

x̂Ba b


 ,


 PAa b

PACa b
PABa b

PC Aa b
PCa b

PC Ba b

PBAa b
PBCa b

PBa b





 . (10)

Taking into account the submap conditional independence prop- 438

erty, it can be demonstrated [51] that the optimal map result of 439

the joining can be computed using 440

K = PAC a
P−1

Ca

= PAC a b
P−1

Ca b
(11)

x̂Aa b
= x̂Aa

+ K(x̂Ca b
− x̂Ca

) (12)

PAa b
= PAa

+ K(PC Aa b
− PC Aa

) (13)

PAC a b
= KPCa b

(14)

PABa b
= KPC Ba b

. (15)

Using this technique, we can build local maps that have ele- 441

ments in common, and then retrieve the global information in 442

a consistent manner. After the joining, the elements belonging 443

to the second map are transformed to the base reference of the 444

first map. 445

C. Actual Implementation for Stereo 446

The D&C SLAM algorithm of [50] can be adapted to work 447

with conditional independent local maps simply by using the 448

CI map joining operation described before. As we mentioned 449

before, since the camera moves in 6 DOF, the camera state is 450

composed of its position using 3-D Cartesian coordinates, the 451

orientation in Euler angles, and its linear and angular velocities. 452

3-D points and ID points are included as features in the state 453

vector. When a local map mi is finished, the final map estimate 454

is given by 455

mi .x̂ =




x̂Ri Rj

v̂Ri Rj

x̂Ri F1 :m

x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n


 (16)
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Fig. 6. (a) Outdoors experiment: 6-DOF stereo SLAM on a public square. (Top row) Both XY projection and (top-middle row) YZ projection are shown in order
to illustrate the precision obtained. (b) Indoor experiment along a building environment. (Bottom-middle row) XY projection and (bottom row) YZ projection.
(Left column) The sequence of CI local maps is represented with respect to the initial reference; (middle column) results obtained after running the D&C algorithm
that joins and corrects the estimates; (right column) final map obtained when the loop closing constraint is imposed. The scale factor and camera positions are well
recovered due to the combined observations of 3-D points and ID points. The accompanying videos VSLAM video outdoor.avi and VSLAM video indoor.avi
show the full execution of the outdoor and indoor experiments.

where x̂Ri Rj
is the final camera location Rj with respect to the456

initial one, Ri and v̂Ri Rj
are the linear and angular velocities,457

x̂Ri F1 :m are 3-D and ID features that will only remain in the458

current map, and x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n are 3-D and ID features that will459

be shared with the next submap mj .460

Since the current camera velocity v̂Ri Rj
and some features461

x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n are used to initialize the next local map, these ele-462

ments have to be computed with respect to the base reference463

of the second map Rj :464

mi .x̂ =




x̂Ri Rj

v̂Ri Rj

x̂Ri F1 :m

x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n

· · ·
�x̂Ri Rj

⊕ v̂Ri Rj

�x̂Ri Rj
⊕ x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n




=


 x̂Aa

· · ·
x̂Ca


 (17)

where the new elements define the common part x̂Ca
and the 465

original map defines x̂Aa
. Notice that the appropriate composi- 466

tion operation has to be applied for each transformed component 467

and that the corresponding covariance elements have to be added 468

to the map. 469

In local mapping, a base reference has to be identified to start 470

a new map. This common reference is represented by the final 471

vehicle position, which is the case of Rj between mi and mj . 472

The initial state vector of the next submap is then given by 473

mj .x̂ =




x̂Rj Rj

�x̂Ri Rj
⊕ v̂Ri Rj

�x̂Ri Rj
⊕ v̂Ri Rj

�x̂Ri Rj
⊕ x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n


 (18)

where x̂Rj Rj
represents the location of the camera in the new 474

reference frame with initial zero uncertainty and zero correlation 475
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with the rest of the elements of the initial map. Notice that the476

initial velocity brought from the previous map has been repli-477

cated twice. One of the copies will change as the camera moves478

through the new map carrying the current camera velocity. The479

other copy will remain fixed and, together with the transformed480

features, will be the common elements with the previous map.481

The same process is successively repeated with all local maps.482

D. Continuous Data Association in Each Local Map483

Recent work on large environments [19] has shown that the484

joint compatibility test [57] helps avoiding map corruption in the485

visual SLAM by rejecting measurements that come from mov-486

ing objects. This framework is suitable in environments with a487

limited number of observations. However, a branch and bound488

algorithm implementation of (JCBB) has limited use when the489

number of observations per step is large. In this paper, we have490

obtained more efficient results using the randomized joint com-491

patibility version RJC proposed in [50], in which, in the spirit of492

RANSAC, a joint compatibility (JC) test is run with a fixed set493

of p randomly selected measurements. In this case, correlation494

between patches and individual χ2 tests is used to obtain candi-495

date matches. If all p measurements and their matches are jointly496

compatible, we apply the nearest neighbor rule to match the re-497

maining measurements. Once a full hypothesis H is obtained,498

we check JC to avoid false positives. The process is repeated t499

times with adaptive RANSAC, limiting the probability of miss-500

ing a correct association.501

E. Map Matching502

The property of sharing common elements solves the data503

association problem between consecutive local maps [50]. This504

requires us to solve data association only in loop closing situ-505

ations. We use the maximum clique algorithm of [19] in order506

to detect a previously visited area. The algorithm finds corre-507

spondences between features in different local maps, taking into508

account the texture and the relative geometry between the fea-509

tures. If sufficient corresponding features are found, an ideal510

measurement equation that imposes the loop closing constraint511

is applied in the final map.512

V. EXPERIMENTS IN URBAN OUTDOOR AND INDOOR513

ENVIRONMENTS514

In order to demonstrate the robustness and scalability of the515

visual SLAM system that we propose, we have gathered two516

320× 240 image sequences with a point gray bumblebee stereo517

system (see Fig. 1). The system provides a 65× 50 degree FOV518

per camera, has a baseline of 12 cm, limiting the 3-D point519

features initialization up to a distance close to 5 m.520

An indoor loop (at 48 fps) and an urban outdoor (at 25 fps)521

loop sequences were captured carrying the camera in hand, at522

normal walking speeds of 4–5 km/h. Both sequences were pro-523

cessed in MATLAB with the proposed algorithms on a desktop524

computer with an Intel 4 processor at 2.4 GHz. The higher frame525

rate for the indoor experiment helps in reducing the probability526

Fig. 7. Running time per step of all associated processes; a detailed analysis
of (left) the features extraction, local mapping (labeled as local maps), and data
association (DA) times; (right) total time per step where the peaks represent
the joins performed by the CI D&C algorithm. (Top) Outdoor environment: the
public square. (Bottom) Indoor environment.

of mismatches given that the environment includes brick walls 527

providing ambiguous texture information. 528

The outdoor sequence is composed of 3441 stereo pairs gath- 529

ered in a public square of our home town (see Fig. 6 top row). 530

The full trajectory is approximately 140-m long from the ini- 531

tial camera position. Fig. 6, left column, shows the sequence of 532

conditional independent local maps obtained with the technique 533

described in Section IV-A. Each map contains 100 features 534

combining ID and 3-D points. The total number of maps built 535

during the stereo sequence is 11. The result of D&C without 536

applying the loop closing constraint is shown in Fig. 6, middle 537

column. As it can be observed, the precision of the map obtained 538

is good enough to almost align the first and last submaps after 539

all the trajectory has been traversed, even without applying loop 540

closing constraints. Fig. 6, right column, presents the final result 541

after closing the loop. 542

The second experiment was carried out inside one of our 543

campus buildings in a walk of approximately 210 m (see Fig. 6, 544

bottom row). The same process was run in order to obtain a full 545

map from 8135 stereo pairs. This environment has a particular 546

degree of difficulty due to ambiguous texture and the presence 547

of extensive zones of glass windows such as offices, corridors, 548

and cafeterias. This can be noticed in the long distance points 549

estimated in some of the maps, which are actually inside offices 550

and the cafeteria (see Fig. 6, left column). The result of CI D&C 551

is shown in Fig. 6, middle column, and the final result after loop 552

closing is shown in Fig. 6, right column. 553

Our 6-DOF SLAM system, even implemented in MATLAB, 554

does not exceed 2 s per step, which is the worst case when 555

building CI local maps. Fig. 7 shows how the system running 556

time remains constant in most of the steps. Moreover, time 557

peaks that appear when CI D&C takes place are below 8 s for 558

the square experiment and 14 s for the indoor experiment, which 559

are the maximum times required in the last step. 560
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the outdoor and indoor maps obtained before the loop closure using three different techniques. (Left) Monocular SLAM with ID points,
(middle) stereo SLAM with 3-D points, and (right) the proposed stereo SLAM with 3-D points and ID points.

Using the Google Earth tool, we can see that the map scale561

obtained and the trajectory followed by the camera is very close562

to the real scale. Fig. 9 illustrates comparative results. We loaded563

the MATLAB figure in Google Earth and set the scale parameter564

to the real scale. Given that we had neither GPS nor compass565

measurements for the initial locations of the camera that are the566

base reference of each map, the position and orientation of the567

figure over the map were adjusted by hand. It can be noticed that568

angles between the square sides and the shape of the walls of the569

surrounding environment have been captured with precision.570

VI. DISCUSSION571

As presented in Section I, several works have demonstrated572

successful visual SLAM systems in small environments us-573

ing monocular or stereo cameras. There are several important574

factors that limit the extension of these results to large-scale 575

environments. 576

First, the computational complexity and consistency of the 577

underlying SLAM technique. In this paper, we have presented 578

a novel algorithm that builds CI local maps in constant time 579

and combines them in an optimal way in amortized linear time. 580

Although the experiments presented here were processed in 581

MATLAB, we expect that the extension to stereo of our current 582

real-time implementation [19] will be able to build local maps up 583

to 100 features in real time, with updates at 25 Hz. The D&C map 584

joining, loop detection, and loop closing can be implemented 585

on a separate thread, taking advantage of current multiple core 586

processors. 587

In the case of monocular SLAM, another important limiting 588

factor is the intrinsic unobservability of the scale. This problem 589

can be addressed using additional sensors such as the vehicle 590
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Fig. 9. Stereo visual SLAM recovers the true scale. (Top) Building environ-
ment and (bottom) the public square overlapping Google Earth.

odometry, GPS, or inertial units. When they are not available,591

the scale can be initialized using some a priori knowledge592

about the environment such as the size of a known object visible593

at the start [16] or the initial speed of the camera. However, in594

large environments, unless scale information is injected on the595

system periodically, the scale of the map can slowly drift (see,596

for example, the experiments in [19]). Another critical issue597

appears when the scene is mostly planar and perpendicular to598

the optical axis. In this situation, with a monocular camera, it599

is very difficult to distinguish between camera translation and600

rotation, unless a wide FOV is used.601

To illustrate these difficulties, we have processed our indoor602

and outdoor experiments using only the information from the603

right camera. As we are now using a bearing only system, all the604

features are initialized using the ID representation. To bootstrap605

the system, we have introduced a initial estimated speed for the606

camera of 1 m/s. Apart from that, our visual SLAM algorithm607

remains unchanged. The resulting maps are represented in the608

left column of Fig. 8, and the scale obtained by the system drifts 609

can also be seen (compare the beginning of the loop with the 610

end). Also, in the outdoor experiment, at a certain point, the 611

system misinterprets the camera translation as a rotation, and 612

the map gets corrupted. Here, we are using a camera with FOV 613

of 65◦. The results obtained in the same environment with an 614

FOV of 90◦ are significantly more robust [51]. In the indoor 615

experiment with a monocular camera, as the objects are much 616

closer to the camera, most of the features disappear fast from 617

the FOV when the camera turns, leading to a bad estimation of 618

its position and consequently divergence in the map estimate. 619

We have also processed the sequences with our SLAM algo- 620

rithm using conventional stereo, i.e., changed to initialize all the 621

features whose disparity is larger than one pixel as 3-D points. 622

Features without disparity are discarded because its depth can- 623

not be computed by stereo. The immediate benefit is that the 624

true environment scale is observable and the map corruption 625

disappears (Fig. 8, middle column). However, for points that are 626

more than 10-m away from the camera, a Gaussian in xyz is a 627

bad approximation for its true uncertainty. This is the reason for 628

the map deformation that is clearly visible in the lower part of 629

the outdoor experiment, where many features are at about 20 m 630

from the camera. 631

The proposed system (Fig. 8, right column) combines the 632

advantages of stereo and bearing only vision. On the one hand, 633

the true scale is precisely obtained due to the 3-D information 634

obtained by the stereo camera from close point features. On the 635

other hand, the region with useful point features extends up to 636

infinity due to the ID representation developed for bearing-only 637

SLAM. The depth of the features that are far from the camera 638

can be precisely recovered by the system if they are seen from 639

viewpoints that are separated enough. In that case, they can be 640

upgraded to 3-D points for better efficiency [55]. Otherwise, they 641

remain as ID points and still provide very valuable orientation 642

information that improves map precision and keeps the SLAM 643

system stable when few close features are observed. 644

VII. CONCLUSION 645

In this paper, we have shown that a 6-DOF visual mapping of 646

large environments can be efficiently and accurately carried out 647

using a stereo camera as the only sensor. One of the contributions 648

of the paper is that information from features nearby and far from 649

the cameras can be simultaneously incorporated to represent the 650

3-D structure more precisely. Using close points provides scale 651

information through the stereo baseline avoiding “scale-drift,” 652

while ID points are useful to obtain angular information from 653

distant scene points. 654

Another contribution of the paper is the combination of two 655

recent local mapping techniques to improve consistency and 656

reduce complexity in the SLAM process. Using CI local maps 657

[51], our system is able to properly share information related 658

to the camera motion model and common features between 659

consecutive maps. Smoother transitions from map to map are 660

achieved as well as better relative locations between local maps. 661

By means of the simplicity and efficiency of the CI D&C SLAM 662

algorithm, we can recover the full map very efficiently. The 663
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combination of both techniques adds robustness to the process664

without sacrificing precision.665

In [50], we describe the performance of D&C SLAM when666

the vehicle carries out different types of trajectories. For some667

trajectories, the cost of map joining can increase at some steps,668

depending of the size of the overlap between the maps to be669

joined: doing exploration, the overlap is constant and the cost670

of map joining is small, when completing a loop traversal for a671

second time the overlap between the maps is total and the cost672

of joining will be much higher. Although we are able to close673

large indoor and outdoor loops, the algorithm used for loop674

closing strongly depends on detecting sets of features already675

stored in the map when the same area is revisited. It would be676

interesting to analyze other types of algorithms for loop closing,677

for instance, the image to map algorithm proposed in [58].678

Moreover, as we assume smooth motions, the relocation al-679

gorithm presented in [58] would enable the system to avoid680

failures in case of jitter.681

There is also a restriction of the system to estimate pitch682

orientation due to the use of Euler angles. A combined solution683

using quaternions can mitigate the problem. This will be part of684

our future research.685

Apart from upward looking cameras and jitter, there are no686

limitations to manoeuver the camera freely: it can be used in687

environments that include stairs and other terrain accidents. This688

kind of experiment will be part of the evaluation process for689

future work.690

We will also focus on comparing our system with other stereo691

vision techniques such as visual odometry. We are very inter-692

ested in studying the fusion of the stereo camera with other693

sensors like GPS or inertial systems in order to compare the694

precision obtained. We will consider other types of feature de-695

tectors as well, and their effect in the final result.696
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Large-Scale 6-DOF SLAM With Stereo-in-Hand1
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3

Abstract—In this paper, we describe a system that can carry4
out simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) in large in-5
door and outdoor environments using a stereo pair moving with 66
DOF as the only sensor. Unlike current visual SLAM systems that7
use either bearing-only monocular information or 3-D stereo in-8
formation, our system accommodates both monocular and stereo.9
Textured point features are extracted from the images and stored10
as 3-D points if seen in both images with sufficient disparity, or11
stored as inverse depth points otherwise. This allows the system to12
map both near and far features: the first provide distance and ori-13
entation, and the second provide orientation information. Unlike14
other vision-only SLAM systems, stereo does not suffer from “scale15
drift” because of unobservability problems, and thus, no other in-16
formation such as gyroscopes or accelerometers is required in our17
system. Our SLAM algorithm generates sequences of condition-18
ally independent local maps that can share information related19
to the camera motion and common features being tracked. The20
system computes the full map using the novel conditionally inde-21
pendent divide and conquer algorithm, which allows constant time22
operation most of the time, with linear time updates to compute23
the full map. To demonstrate the robustness and scalability of our24
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following video files. VSLAM_stereo_distribution.avi: Suppose that a point is
located in front of a stereo camera at different distances ranging from 1 to
20 m. The video shows the uncertainty distributions estimated by different
methods when the point position is reconstructed from a noisy stereo pair ob-
servation. Cloud points are samples obtained from the real distribution, red
ellipses represent uncertainties estimated using depth point parameterization,
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system, we show experimental results in indoor andoutdoor urban
environments of 210- and 140-m loop trajectories,with the stereo
camera being carried in hand by a person walking atnormal walk-
ing speeds of 4–5 km/h.

Index Terms—Linear time, scalability, stereo vision, visual si- 25
multaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). 26

I. INTRODUCTION: STATE-OF-THE ART IN VISUAL SLAM 27

THE INTEREST in using cameras in simultaneous localiza- 28

tion and mapping (SLAM) has grown tremendously in re- 29

cent times. Cameras have become much more inexpensive than 30

lasers, and also provide texture rich information about scene 31

elements at practically any distance from the camera. 6-DOF 32

SLAM systems based on 3-D laser scanners plus odometry have 33

been demonstrated feasible both indoors and outdoors [2], [3], 34

as well as vision aided by laser without odometry [4] and vision 35

aided by an inertial navigation system [5], [6]. But in applica- 36

tions where it is not practical to carry heavy and bulky sensors, 37

such as egomotion for people tracking and environment mod- 38

eling in rescue operations, cameras seem the only light weight 39

sensors that can be easily adapted to helmets used by rescuers, 40

or simply worn. 41

Current visual SLAM research has been focused on the use 42

of either monocular or stereo vision to obtain 3-D information 43

from the environment. Quite a few monocular visual SLAM 44

systems have been demonstrated to be viable for small environ- 45

ments [7]–[16]. Most are essentially standard extended Kalman 46

filter (EKF) SLAM systems, and vary in the technique used to 47

initialize a feature, given the partiality of the bearing only infor- 48

mation provided by one camera, or in the type of interest points 49

extracted from the images (be it Harris corners, Shi–Tomasi 50

corners, scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) features, or 51

some combination). Some works have also considered segment 52

features [17], [18]. Larger environments have been tackled in 53

hierarchical visual SLAM [19]. 54

A single camera is used in all of these systems, and although 55

very distant features are potentially detectable, scale unobserv- 56

ability is a fundamental limitation. Either the scale is fixed in 57

some way (for example, by observing a known object [16]), or 58

drift in scale can occur as is reported in the hierarchical visual 59

SLAM system [19]. Panoramic cameras are also being used in 60

visual SLAM [20], [21]. Here, the limitation of scale unobserv- 61

ability is overcome using an additional stereo vision bench for 62

motion estimation between consecutive frames. In the work of 63

Royer et at. [22], only monocular images are used. Mapping 64

is achieved using a batch hierarchical bundle adjustment algo- 65

rithm to compute all camera as well as interest points locations. 66

The scale is introduced in the system by manually entering the 67

length of the path. 68

1552-3098/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Stereo visual systems provide scale through the baseline69

between the cameras, known from calibration. Davison and70

Murray demonstrated the first active stereo visual SLAM sys-71

tem [23]–[25]. It is based on standard EKF, and thus, has low72

scalability also. Under restrictive planar environment assump-73

tions, Iocchi et al. built an environment map using stereo [26]. Se74

et al. demonstrated a visual stereo SLAM system using SIFT fea-75

tures in a small laboratory environment [27]. This system is also76

unlikely to scale adequately to large environments or work in77

more challenging outdoor scenarios as cross-correlations were78

neglected for computational reasons. In [28] and [29], the au-79

thors demonstrate an autonomous blimp system for terrain map-80

ping using stereo as the only sensor, also using a standard EKF81

SLAM algorithm. Saez et al. [30] presented a 6-DOF stereo82

visual SLAM system, where egomotion estimation is done by83

a 3-D point matching algorithm, and mapping through a global84

entropy minimization algorithm in indoor orthogonal scenarios,85

with difficult extension to more complex nonorthogonal envi-86

ronments.87

In [31] and [32], Sim et al. describe a dense visual SLAM88

system using Rao–Blackwellized particle filters and SIFT fea-89

tures (a similar effort in using Rao–Blackwellized particle filters90

and SIFT features for visual SLAM was reported in [15]). Vi-91

sual odometry [structure from motion (SFM)] is used to generate92

proposals for the sensor motion and global pose estimation algo-93

rithms for loop closing. This system works in either monocular94

or stereo mode, with cameras mounted on a robot moving in95

2-D; sensor trajectories with 6 DOF will require large amounts96

of particles for their representation. In [33], the authors also97

compare the advantages of separate monocular and stereo ap-98

proaches in traditional SLAM frameworks.99

In this paper, we show the advantages of being able to ac-100

commodate both monocular and stereo information in carrying101

out a 6-DOF SLAM with a handheld camera. In the works of102

Sola et al. [34] and Lemaire et al. [20], it is also pointed out103

that combining visual information at close range as well as at104

infinity should improve the performance of visual SLAM.105

Since the initial results of [35], great progress has been made106

in the related problem of visual odometry [36]–[39]. Visual107

odometry systems have the important advantage of constant108

time execution. Furthermore, during exploratory trajectories, in109

which an environment feature is seen for a certain window of110

time and never more, visual odometry can obtain the same preci-111

sion in the estimation of the sensor location as a SLAM system,112

with a great reduction in cost. Unfortunately, visual odometry113

does not cope with loop closings, and thus, eventual drift in these114

cases is inevitable. Stereo visual odometry combined with GPS115

can result in a mapping system that avoids long-term drift [40],116

[41], but unfortunately GPS is not always available. Improving117

the precision in sensor location through loop closing is one of118

the main advantages of SLAM.119

An important limitation of current SLAM systems that use120

the standard EKF algorithm is that when mapping large environ-121

ments very soon, they face computational as well as consistency122

problems [42]. Many efforts have been invested in reducing the123

O(n2) cost of the EKF updates. In [43], an information filter,124

the dual of the Kalman filter, was used, allowing constant time125

updates irrespective of the size of the map. An approximation 126

is carried out to sparsify the information matrix, which may 127

lead to map divergency [44]. The treemap algorithm [45] per- 128

forms updates in O(log n) also by forcing information matrix 129

sparseness by weak link breakage. In more complicated trajec- 130

tories, such as lawn mowing, the cost can be more than log 131

linear [46]. In the smoothing and mapping method [47], the 132

authors observed that the information matrix is exactly sparse 133

when all vehicle locations are considered in the stochastic map, 134

and thus, very efficient techniques can be used to compute 135

the batch solution (a recent incremental version is described 136

in [48]). 137

All of these algorithms use the information form, and thus, 138

the state and covariance are not readily available. There are al- 139

ternatives that work on the covariance form, such as the map 140

joining algorithm [49]. It works on a sequence of local maps of 141

limited size, and thus, it can cut down the cost of EKF SLAM 142

considerably, although remaining O(n2). It has the additional 143

advantage of improving the consistency of the resulting esti- 144

mation [42]. The divide and conquer algorithm [50] is able 145

to compute the covariance form of the stochastic map in an 146

amortized time linear with the size of the map, improving fur- 147

ther the consistency of the solution. However, in these systems, 148

local maps are required to be statistically independent. This re- 149

quires creating a new local map from scratch every time the 150

current local map size limit has been reached. Consequently, 151

no sharing of valuable information is possible in a 6-DOF vi- 152

sual SLAM, such as the camera velocity, or information about 153

features currently being tracked. This issue has been tackled 154

in a recent work [51] by using the conditional independence 155

property. 156

In this paper, we describe a robust and scalable 6-DOF visual 157

SLAM system that can be carried in hand at normal walking 158

speeds of 4–5 km/h, and used to map large indoor and outdoor 159

environments. In Section II, we summarize the main character- 160

istics of our system. In Section III, we describe the details of the 161

visual SLAM system that provides the sequence of condition- 162

ally independent (CI) local maps, the basic building blocks of 163

our mapping algorithm. This algorithm, CI divide and conquer 164

(D&C) SLAM, is explained in Section IV. In Section V, we 165

describe the two experiments carried out to test the system, an 166

indoor 200-m loop and an outdoor 140-m loop. In Section VI, 167

we discuss the results obtained, and finally, in Section VII, we 168

draw the main conclusions of our work. 169

II. OUR PROPOSAL 170

The fundamental characteristics of the system that we de- 171

scribe in this paper are as follows. 172

1) Unlike any other visual SLAM system, we consider in- 173

formation from features, both close and far from the cam- 174

eras. A stereo provides 3-D information from nearby scene 175

points, and each camera can also provide bearing only in- 176

formation from distant scene points. Both types of infor- 177

mation are incorporated into the map and used to improve 178

the estimation of both the camera pose and velocity, as 179

well as the map. 180
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Fig. 1. Stereo vision system used to acquire the image sequences. (Left)
Experimental setup during the data acquisition for the indoor experiment.

2) Nearby scene points provide scale information through181

the stereo baseline, eliminating the intrinsic scale unob-182

servability problem of monocular systems.183

3) We use the CI D&C SLAM, a novel SLAM algorithm that184

allows the system to maintain both camera velocity infor-185

mation and current feature information during local map186

initialization. This adds robustness to the system without187

sacrificing precision or consistency in any way. Being a188

D&C algorithm, it also allows linear time execution, en-189

abling the system to be used for large-scale indoor/outdoor190

SLAM.191

Our 6-DOF hardware system consists of a stereo camera car-192

ried in hand and a laptop to record and process a sequence of193

images (see Fig. 1). Since the camera moves in 6 DOF, we de-194

fine the camera state using 12 variables: camera position in 3-D195

Cartesian coordinates, camera orientation in Euler angles, and196

linear and angular velocities. It is known that a stereo camera can197

provide depth estimation of points up to a certain distance deter-198

mined by the baseline between left and right cameras. Therefore,199

two regions can be differentiated: a region close to the cameras200

and visible by both, in which the stereo behaves as a range and201

bearing sensor. The second is the region of features far from202

the cameras or seen by only one, in which the stereo becomes203

a monocular camera, providing only bearing measurements of204

such points. To take advantage of both types of information, we205

combine 3-D points and inverse depth (ID) points (introduced206

in [52]) in the state vector in order to build a map and estimate207

the camera trajectory. The system produces sequences of local208

maps of limited size containing both types of features using an209

EKF SLAM algorithm. As we detail in Section IV, these local210

maps are joined into a full map using the CI D&C SLAM algo-211

rithm, obtaining as final result a full stochastic map containing212

all tracked features, and the final and intermediate camera states213

from each local map. This system is highly scalable: local maps214

are built in constant time, regardless of the size of the environ-215

ment, and the CI D&C algorithm requires amortized linear time.216

217

During the feature tracking process, the right image is cho-218

sen as reference to initialize new features. Interest points are219

detected and classified according to their disparity with the left220

image. Those points whose disparity reveals a close distance221

are initialized as 3-D features, otherwise they are modeled as222

ID points and initialized using the bearing information obtained223

from the right image. When the camera moves, these features224

are tracked in order to update the filter and produce the corre- 225

sponding corrections. To track a feature, its position is predicted 226

in both images inside a bounded region given by the uncertainty 227

in the camera motion and the corresponding uncertainty of the 228

feature. 229

The process to select, initialize, and manage these features is 230

detailed in the next section. 231

III. VISUAL SLAM SYSTEM 232

A. State Representation 233

The state vector that represents a local submap xB contains 234

the final camera location xc and the location of all features xf1 :n 235

with respect to the map base reference B, the initial camera lo- 236

cation. Some features are codified using the ID parametrization 237

that model points that are at the infinity in xID . Additionally, 238

Cartesian 3-D parametrization is used to represent depth points 239

in x3D : 240

xB =
[

xc

xf1 :n

]
=


 xc

xID

x3D


 . (1)

The camera is described by the position of its optical center 241

in Cartesian coordinates r, its orientation in Euler angles Ψ, its 242

linear velocity v, and its angular velocity w. In order to carry 243

out the prediction process, the camera motion follows a constant 244

velocity model with zero mean Gaussian noise in the linear and 245

angular accelerations 246

xc =




r
Ψ
v
w


 . (2)

Image corners classified as depth points are transformed to 247

3-D points, given the disparity information provided by the 248

stereo pair. Section III-D describes the criterion adopted to select 249

points as depth points. Since the stereo camera provides rectified 250

images, the backprojection equations to obtain a 3-D point are 251

based on a pinhole camera model that relates image points and 252

3-D points using the following transformation function: 253

x3D = f(ur , vr , ul , vl)

= [x, y, z]T

=
[
b(ur − u0)

d
,
b(vr − v0)

d
,
fb

d

]T

(3)

where (ur , vr ) and (ul, vl) are the pixels on the right and left 254

images, and d = (ul − ur ) is the horizontal disparity. The re- 255

mainder terms in the equations are the calibrated parameters 256

of the camera, i.e., the central pixel of the image (u0 , v0), the 257

baseline b, and the focal length f . 258

Given the camera location xci
, an ID point is defined in [52] 259

as 260

xID =




ri

θi

φi

ρi


 . (4)
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Fig. 2. Points detected using a stereo camera. Projection of map features on both left and middle images. (Right) We show feature uncertainties from a lateral
perspective. 3-D feature uncertainties are drawn using darker ellipses whereas we use samples to show the ID feature uncertainties. The accompanying video
VSLAM local map.avi illustrates the process of building a single local submap.

This vector depends on the optical center ri of the camera from261

which the feature was first observed, the direction of the ray262

passing through the image point (i.e., azimuth θi , elevation φi),263

and the inverse of its depth, ρi = 1/di .264

B. Selection and Management of Trackable Points265

To ensure tracking stability of map features, distinctive points266

have to be selected. Following a similar idea as the one presented267

in [53], we use the Shi–Tomasi variation of the Harris corner268

detector to select good trackable image points and their corre-269

sponding 11 × 11 surrounding patch.270

From the first step, the right image is split using a regular271

grid; the point with the best detector response per grid cell is272

selected (see Fig. 2). At each step, we use only those features273

that fall in the field of view (FOV) of the camera when they are274

projected along with their uncertainties on right and left images.275

Using the patch associated with each feature, a matching search276

based on normalized cross-correlation is performed inside the277

projected uncertainty region, as introduced in [24]. During the278

following steps, those cells that become and remain empty for279

a given time are monitorized to initialize a new feature when a280

good point is detected. In this way, features can be uniformly281

distributed in the image, improving the amount of information282

gathered from the scene, and therefore the map estimate. The283

approach is accompanied by a feature management strategy so284

that nonpersistent features are deleted from the state vector to285

avoid an unnecessary growth in population.286

C. Measurement Equation287

At each step, we apply the active search process described288

before such that, for each projected feature in the stereo image,289

a match is found after performing normalized cross-correlation.290

Thus, a new observation z given by the matched pixel is used to291

update the state of the camera and the map.292

In the right camera, the equation that defines the relation293

between the ith ID feature xi
ID and its observation zri

ID is given294

by the following measurement equation:295

zri

ID = hr
ID (xc ,xi

ID ) + υ

= projection(�xc ⊕ xi
ID) + υ (5)

where hr
ID is the function that projects the ID feature to the right 296

camera and υ is a zero mean Gaussian noise with σp standard 297

deviation that represents the projection error in pixels. Alterna- 298

tively, we can define the measurement equation that relates the 299

inverse point observation on the left image by 300

zli
ID = hl

ID(xc ,xi
ID ) + υ

= projection(�xc ⊕ xcr cl
⊕ xi

ID) + υ (6)

where the displacement of the left camera optical center with 301

respect to the right camera is given by the rigid transformation 302

xcr cl
= [0 b 0]T . 303

In a similar way, we describe observations corresponding to 304

3-D map features in the right and left cameras as 305

zri

3D = hr
3D(xc ,xi

3D) + υ

= projection(�xc ⊕ xi
3D) + υ

zli
3D = hl

3D(xc ,xi
3D)

= projection(�xc ⊕ xcr cl
⊕ xi

ID) + υ.

Note that we use ⊕ and � operators in order to denote the 306

corresponding compositions and inversions of transformations. 307

They represent different transformations depending on the kind 308

of parametrization used to express a feature. In [49], the defini- 309

tions for 2-D transformations were introduced, dealing mainly 310

with point features and line features. In [54], the operations 311

have been extended for 3-D ID and depth points. Details of 312

the calculation of the corresponding Jacobians to propagate the 313

uncertainties correctly can also be found in [54]. 314

Fig. 2 shows the prediction of these 3-D ID features that fall 315

inside the FOV of each of the cameras. A good advantage of 316

using a stereo camera is that although a feature can disappear 317

from the FOV of one camera, information to update the state is 318

available if the feature can be still found in the other. As it will 319

be shown in the experiments, this fact is of extreme importance 320

when the camera rotates or turns around a corner, since features 321

escape very fast from the FOV of a single camera, making the 322

estimation of the camera location in these moments very weak. 323

D. Depth Points Versus ID Points 324

Current research on monocular SLAM has shown that the 325

ID parametrization is suitable to represent the distribution of 326
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Fig. 3. Simulated experiment of a point reconstruction from a stereo pair observation for a point at (left) 5-, (middle) 10-, and (right) 15-m distance. The point
clouds are samples from the real distribution of the point location, given that the pixel noise in the images is Gaussian. Dark red ellipses represent the uncertainty
region for the point location when the back projection equations of a depth point are linearized. Light green regions represent the uncertainty in the point using the
ID parametrization. The accompanying video VSLAM stereo distribution.avi shows the real and approximate uncertainties.

features at infinity as well as close points, allowing to perform327

an undelayed initialization of features. Despite its properties,328

each ID point needs an overparametrization of six values instead329

of a simpler three coordinates spatial representation [55]. This330

produces a computational overhead in the EKF. Working with a331

stereo camera, which can estimate the depth of points close to332

the camera, raises the subtle question of when a feature should333

be initialized using a 3-D or an ID representation.334

In order to clarify this issue, we have designed a simulated335

experiment to study the effect of the linearization in both rep-336

resentations when a point is initialized using the stereo infor-337

mation. In this simulated experiment, the variance of the pixel338

noise (σp = 1 pixel) and the actual intrinsic parameters of the339

stereo camera used, such as the baseline, are taken into account340

to implement the simulation. The experimental setup consists of341

a stereo pair where the left camera is located at the origin of the342

reference frame, with its principal axis pointing along Z- and the343

X-axes pointing to the right. The right camera is at b = 12 cm in344

X . We consider a point that is in the middle between both cam-345

eras at different distances in Z. Given a noisy pixel observation,346

the uncertainty region of a reconstructed point is sampled and347

plotted in Fig. 3 for three different point distances: 5,10, and348

15 m. The uncertainty region of the 3-D representation, which349

is calculated using a linearization of (3) and evaluated in the350

ground truth, is represented by the dark red ellipse. The corre-351

sponding uncertainty region of the linearized ID representation352

is bounded by the light gray lines in the plot. Notice that the ID353

parametrization models very accurately the real uncertainty for354

the studied distances. However, although the dark ellipse covers355

the real distribution at 5 m quite accurately, for longer distances,356

the ellipse overestimates the uncertainty in the region close to357

the cameras and is overconfident for far distances.358

This empirical analysis suggests choosing a threshold of 5 m.359

A point closer than 5 m is initialized using a 3-D representation,360

a more distant point is parameterized as an ID point.361

ID features can be transitioned to 3-D points, reducing signif-362

icantly the number of DOF. Conversion requires an analysis of363

the linearity of the functions that model both depth point and ID364

point distributions. In [55], this issue is considered by using a365

linearity index. Such analysis makes it possible to decide when366

Fig. 4. Binary tree representing the hierarchy of maps that are created and
joined in D&C SLAM. The red line shows the sequence in which maps are
created and joined.

an inverse point distribution is well approximated with the over- 367

parameterized coding. Switching from ID to depth depends on 368

a linearity threshold derived from the analysis. 369

IV. CI D&C SLAM 370

D&C SLAM has proved to be a good algorithm in mini- 371

mizing the computational complexity of EKF-based SLAM and 372

improving consistency of the resulting estimate [50]. The al- 373

gorithm allows us to efficiently join several local maps into a 374

single state vector using map joining in a hierarchical tree struc- 375

ture (see Fig. 4). Local maps can be obtained in constant time, 376

regardless of the size of the environment, and the map joining 377

operations can be performed in an amortized linear time. The 378

D&C SLAM algorithm was, however, conceived for statistically 379

independent sequences of local maps. This requires creating a 380

new local map from scratch every time the current local map 381

size limit has been reached. Consequently, it is not possible 382

to share valuable information in a 6-DOF visual SLAM, such 383

as the camera velocity, or information about features currently 384

being tracked. 385

In this section, we describe the CI D&C SLAM algorithm, 386

which is able to work with maps that are not statistically in- 387

dependent, but rather CI, and thus, allow to share the valuable 388
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information with no increment in computational cost or loss of389

precision whatsoever.390

A. CI Local Maps391

In visual SLAM, it can be very useful to share some state392

vector components between consecutive submaps: some camera393

states, such as linear and angular velocities, as well as features394

that are in the transition region between adjacent submaps and395

are currently being tracked. This allows us to improve the es-396

timate of relative location between the submaps and continue397

tracking the observed features with no interruptions. Neverthe-398

less, special care is needed to join the submaps in a single map399

since their estimates are not independent anymore.400

The novel technique to achieve these requirements is based401

on the concept of CI local maps presented in [51]. Here, for402

the reader convenience, we present a brief summary of the403

technique.404

Suppose that a local map 1 has been built and we want to start405

a new submap 2 not from scratch, but sharing some elements406

in common with 1. Submap 1 is described by the following407

probability density function:408

p(xA ,xC |za) = N
([

x̂Aa

x̂Ca

]
,

[
PAa

PAC a

PC Aa
PCa

])
(7)

where xA are the components of the current submap that only409

belong to map 1, xC are the elements that will be shared with410

map 2, and za the observations gathered during the map con-411

struction. Notice that upper case subindices are for state vector412

components whereas lower case subindices describe which ob-413

servations z have been used to obtain the estimate.414

Submap 2 is then initialized with the result of marginalizing415

out the noncommon elements from submap 1:416

p(xC |za) =
∫

p(xA ,xC |za) dxA = N (x̂Ca
, PCa

). (8)

During the trajectory along map 2, new observations zb are gath-417

ered about the common components xC as well as observations418

of new elements xB that are incorporated into the map. When419

map 2 is finished, its estimate is finally described by420

p(xC ,xB |za , zb) = N
([

x̂Ca b

x̂Ba b

]
,

[
PCa b

PC Ba b

PBCa b
PBa b

])
(9)

where the subindices in the estimates x̂Ca b
and x̂Ba b

reveal421

that both sets of observations za and zb have been used in the422

estimation process. This means that submap 2 is updated with423

all the information gathered by the sensor. But observe that map424

1 in (7) has been updated with the observation za but not with425

the more recent observations zb .426

Fig. 5 shows a Bayesian network that describes the proba-427

bilistic dependencies between elements of submaps 1 and 2. As428

it can be seen, the only connection between the set of nodes429

(xA , za ) and (xB , zb ) is through node xC , i.e., both subgraphs430

are d-separated given xC [56]. This implies that nodes xA and431

za are CI of nodes xB and zb given node xC . Intuitively, this432

means that if xC is known, submaps 1 and 2 do not carry any433

additional information about each other.434

Fig. 5. Bayesian network that describes the relations between two consecutive
submaps.

B. CI Map Joining 435

Consider two consecutive CI local maps. We are interested in 436

joining the maps into a single stochastic map described by 437

p(xA ,xB ,xC |za , zb)

= N





 x̂Aa b

x̂Ca b

x̂Ba b


 ,


 PAa b

PACa b
PABa b

PC Aa b
PCa b

PC Ba b

PBAa b
PBCa b

PBa b





 . (10)

Taking into account the submap conditional independence prop- 438

erty, it can be demonstrated [51] that the optimal map result of 439

the joining can be computed using 440

K = PAC a
P−1

Ca

= PAC a b
P−1

Ca b
(11)

x̂Aa b
= x̂Aa

+ K(x̂Ca b
− x̂Ca

) (12)

PAa b
= PAa

+ K(PC Aa b
− PC Aa

) (13)

PAC a b
= KPCa b

(14)

PABa b
= KPC Ba b

. (15)

Using this technique, we can build local maps that have ele- 441

ments in common, and then retrieve the global information in 442

a consistent manner. After the joining, the elements belonging 443

to the second map are transformed to the base reference of the 444

first map. 445

C. Actual Implementation for Stereo 446

The D&C SLAM algorithm of [50] can be adapted to work 447

with conditional independent local maps simply by using the 448

CI map joining operation described before. As we mentioned 449

before, since the camera moves in 6 DOF, the camera state is 450

composed of its position using 3-D Cartesian coordinates, the 451

orientation in Euler angles, and its linear and angular velocities. 452

3-D points and ID points are included as features in the state 453

vector. When a local map mi is finished, the final map estimate 454

is given by 455

mi .x̂ =




x̂Ri Rj

v̂Ri Rj

x̂Ri F1 :m

x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n


 (16)
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Fig. 6. (a) Outdoors experiment: 6-DOF stereo SLAM on a public square. (Top row) Both XY projection and (top-middle row) YZ projection are shown in order
to illustrate the precision obtained. (b) Indoor experiment along a building environment. (Bottom-middle row) XY projection and (bottom row) YZ projection.
(Left column) The sequence of CI local maps is represented with respect to the initial reference; (middle column) results obtained after running the D&C algorithm
that joins and corrects the estimates; (right column) final map obtained when the loop closing constraint is imposed. The scale factor and camera positions are well
recovered due to the combined observations of 3-D points and ID points. The accompanying videos VSLAM video outdoor.avi and VSLAM video indoor.avi
show the full execution of the outdoor and indoor experiments.

where x̂Ri Rj
is the final camera location Rj with respect to the456

initial one, Ri and v̂Ri Rj
are the linear and angular velocities,457

x̂Ri F1 :m are 3-D and ID features that will only remain in the458

current map, and x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n are 3-D and ID features that will459

be shared with the next submap mj .460

Since the current camera velocity v̂Ri Rj
and some features461

x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n are used to initialize the next local map, these ele-462

ments have to be computed with respect to the base reference463

of the second map Rj :464

mi .x̂ =




x̂Ri Rj

v̂Ri Rj

x̂Ri F1 :m

x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n

· · ·
�x̂Ri Rj

⊕ v̂Ri Rj

�x̂Ri Rj
⊕ x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n




=


 x̂Aa

· · ·
x̂Ca


 (17)

where the new elements define the common part x̂Ca
and the 465

original map defines x̂Aa
. Notice that the appropriate composi- 466

tion operation has to be applied for each transformed component 467

and that the corresponding covariance elements have to be added 468

to the map. 469

In local mapping, a base reference has to be identified to start 470

a new map. This common reference is represented by the final 471

vehicle position, which is the case of Rj between mi and mj . 472

The initial state vector of the next submap is then given by 473

mj .x̂ =




x̂Rj Rj

�x̂Ri Rj
⊕ v̂Ri Rj

�x̂Ri Rj
⊕ v̂Ri Rj

�x̂Ri Rj
⊕ x̂Ri Fm + 1 :n


 (18)

where x̂Rj Rj
represents the location of the camera in the new 474

reference frame with initial zero uncertainty and zero correlation 475
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with the rest of the elements of the initial map. Notice that the476

initial velocity brought from the previous map has been repli-477

cated twice. One of the copies will change as the camera moves478

through the new map carrying the current camera velocity. The479

other copy will remain fixed and, together with the transformed480

features, will be the common elements with the previous map.481

The same process is successively repeated with all local maps.482

D. Continuous Data Association in Each Local Map483

Recent work on large environments [19] has shown that the484

joint compatibility test [57] helps avoiding map corruption in the485

visual SLAM by rejecting measurements that come from mov-486

ing objects. This framework is suitable in environments with a487

limited number of observations. However, a branch and bound488

algorithm implementation of (JCBB) has limited use when the489

number of observations per step is large. In this paper, we have490

obtained more efficient results using the randomized joint com-491

patibility version RJC proposed in [50], in which, in the spirit of492

RANSAC, a joint compatibility (JC) test is run with a fixed set493

of p randomly selected measurements. In this case, correlation494

between patches and individual χ2 tests is used to obtain candi-495

date matches. If all p measurements and their matches are jointly496

compatible, we apply the nearest neighbor rule to match the re-497

maining measurements. Once a full hypothesis H is obtained,498

we check JC to avoid false positives. The process is repeated t499

times with adaptive RANSAC, limiting the probability of miss-500

ing a correct association.501

E. Map Matching502

The property of sharing common elements solves the data503

association problem between consecutive local maps [50]. This504

requires us to solve data association only in loop closing situ-505

ations. We use the maximum clique algorithm of [19] in order506

to detect a previously visited area. The algorithm finds corre-507

spondences between features in different local maps, taking into508

account the texture and the relative geometry between the fea-509

tures. If sufficient corresponding features are found, an ideal510

measurement equation that imposes the loop closing constraint511

is applied in the final map.512

V. EXPERIMENTS IN URBAN OUTDOOR AND INDOOR513

ENVIRONMENTS514

In order to demonstrate the robustness and scalability of the515

visual SLAM system that we propose, we have gathered two516

320× 240 image sequences with a point gray bumblebee stereo517

system (see Fig. 1). The system provides a 65× 50 degree FOV518

per camera, has a baseline of 12 cm, limiting the 3-D point519

features initialization up to a distance close to 5 m.520

An indoor loop (at 48 fps) and an urban outdoor (at 25 fps)521

loop sequences were captured carrying the camera in hand, at522

normal walking speeds of 4–5 km/h. Both sequences were pro-523

cessed in MATLAB with the proposed algorithms on a desktop524

computer with an Intel 4 processor at 2.4 GHz. The higher frame525

rate for the indoor experiment helps in reducing the probability526

Fig. 7. Running time per step of all associated processes; a detailed analysis
of (left) the features extraction, local mapping (labeled as local maps), and data
association (DA) times; (right) total time per step where the peaks represent
the joins performed by the CI D&C algorithm. (Top) Outdoor environment: the
public square. (Bottom) Indoor environment.

of mismatches given that the environment includes brick walls 527

providing ambiguous texture information. 528

The outdoor sequence is composed of 3441 stereo pairs gath- 529

ered in a public square of our home town (see Fig. 6 top row). 530

The full trajectory is approximately 140-m long from the ini- 531

tial camera position. Fig. 6, left column, shows the sequence of 532

conditional independent local maps obtained with the technique 533

described in Section IV-A. Each map contains 100 features 534

combining ID and 3-D points. The total number of maps built 535

during the stereo sequence is 11. The result of D&C without 536

applying the loop closing constraint is shown in Fig. 6, middle 537

column. As it can be observed, the precision of the map obtained 538

is good enough to almost align the first and last submaps after 539

all the trajectory has been traversed, even without applying loop 540

closing constraints. Fig. 6, right column, presents the final result 541

after closing the loop. 542

The second experiment was carried out inside one of our 543

campus buildings in a walk of approximately 210 m (see Fig. 6, 544

bottom row). The same process was run in order to obtain a full 545

map from 8135 stereo pairs. This environment has a particular 546

degree of difficulty due to ambiguous texture and the presence 547

of extensive zones of glass windows such as offices, corridors, 548

and cafeterias. This can be noticed in the long distance points 549

estimated in some of the maps, which are actually inside offices 550

and the cafeteria (see Fig. 6, left column). The result of CI D&C 551

is shown in Fig. 6, middle column, and the final result after loop 552

closing is shown in Fig. 6, right column. 553

Our 6-DOF SLAM system, even implemented in MATLAB, 554

does not exceed 2 s per step, which is the worst case when 555

building CI local maps. Fig. 7 shows how the system running 556

time remains constant in most of the steps. Moreover, time 557

peaks that appear when CI D&C takes place are below 8 s for 558

the square experiment and 14 s for the indoor experiment, which 559

are the maximum times required in the last step. 560
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the outdoor and indoor maps obtained before the loop closure using three different techniques. (Left) Monocular SLAM with ID points,
(middle) stereo SLAM with 3-D points, and (right) the proposed stereo SLAM with 3-D points and ID points.

Using the Google Earth tool, we can see that the map scale561

obtained and the trajectory followed by the camera is very close562

to the real scale. Fig. 9 illustrates comparative results. We loaded563

the MATLAB figure in Google Earth and set the scale parameter564

to the real scale. Given that we had neither GPS nor compass565

measurements for the initial locations of the camera that are the566

base reference of each map, the position and orientation of the567

figure over the map were adjusted by hand. It can be noticed that568

angles between the square sides and the shape of the walls of the569

surrounding environment have been captured with precision.570

VI. DISCUSSION571

As presented in Section I, several works have demonstrated572

successful visual SLAM systems in small environments us-573

ing monocular or stereo cameras. There are several important574

factors that limit the extension of these results to large-scale 575

environments. 576

First, the computational complexity and consistency of the 577

underlying SLAM technique. In this paper, we have presented 578

a novel algorithm that builds CI local maps in constant time 579

and combines them in an optimal way in amortized linear time. 580

Although the experiments presented here were processed in 581

MATLAB, we expect that the extension to stereo of our current 582

real-time implementation [19] will be able to build local maps up 583

to 100 features in real time, with updates at 25 Hz. The D&C map 584

joining, loop detection, and loop closing can be implemented 585

on a separate thread, taking advantage of current multiple core 586

processors. 587

In the case of monocular SLAM, another important limiting 588

factor is the intrinsic unobservability of the scale. This problem 589

can be addressed using additional sensors such as the vehicle 590
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Fig. 9. Stereo visual SLAM recovers the true scale. (Top) Building environ-
ment and (bottom) the public square overlapping Google Earth.

odometry, GPS, or inertial units. When they are not available,591

the scale can be initialized using some a priori knowledge592

about the environment such as the size of a known object visible593

at the start [16] or the initial speed of the camera. However, in594

large environments, unless scale information is injected on the595

system periodically, the scale of the map can slowly drift (see,596

for example, the experiments in [19]). Another critical issue597

appears when the scene is mostly planar and perpendicular to598

the optical axis. In this situation, with a monocular camera, it599

is very difficult to distinguish between camera translation and600

rotation, unless a wide FOV is used.601

To illustrate these difficulties, we have processed our indoor602

and outdoor experiments using only the information from the603

right camera. As we are now using a bearing only system, all the604

features are initialized using the ID representation. To bootstrap605

the system, we have introduced a initial estimated speed for the606

camera of 1 m/s. Apart from that, our visual SLAM algorithm607

remains unchanged. The resulting maps are represented in the608

left column of Fig. 8, and the scale obtained by the system drifts 609

can also be seen (compare the beginning of the loop with the 610

end). Also, in the outdoor experiment, at a certain point, the 611

system misinterprets the camera translation as a rotation, and 612

the map gets corrupted. Here, we are using a camera with FOV 613

of 65◦. The results obtained in the same environment with an 614

FOV of 90◦ are significantly more robust [51]. In the indoor 615

experiment with a monocular camera, as the objects are much 616

closer to the camera, most of the features disappear fast from 617

the FOV when the camera turns, leading to a bad estimation of 618

its position and consequently divergence in the map estimate. 619

We have also processed the sequences with our SLAM algo- 620

rithm using conventional stereo, i.e., changed to initialize all the 621

features whose disparity is larger than one pixel as 3-D points. 622

Features without disparity are discarded because its depth can- 623

not be computed by stereo. The immediate benefit is that the 624

true environment scale is observable and the map corruption 625

disappears (Fig. 8, middle column). However, for points that are 626

more than 10-m away from the camera, a Gaussian in xyz is a 627

bad approximation for its true uncertainty. This is the reason for 628

the map deformation that is clearly visible in the lower part of 629

the outdoor experiment, where many features are at about 20 m 630

from the camera. 631

The proposed system (Fig. 8, right column) combines the 632

advantages of stereo and bearing only vision. On the one hand, 633

the true scale is precisely obtained due to the 3-D information 634

obtained by the stereo camera from close point features. On the 635

other hand, the region with useful point features extends up to 636

infinity due to the ID representation developed for bearing-only 637

SLAM. The depth of the features that are far from the camera 638

can be precisely recovered by the system if they are seen from 639

viewpoints that are separated enough. In that case, they can be 640

upgraded to 3-D points for better efficiency [55]. Otherwise, they 641

remain as ID points and still provide very valuable orientation 642

information that improves map precision and keeps the SLAM 643

system stable when few close features are observed. 644

VII. CONCLUSION 645

In this paper, we have shown that a 6-DOF visual mapping of 646

large environments can be efficiently and accurately carried out 647

using a stereo camera as the only sensor. One of the contributions 648

of the paper is that information from features nearby and far from 649

the cameras can be simultaneously incorporated to represent the 650

3-D structure more precisely. Using close points provides scale 651

information through the stereo baseline avoiding “scale-drift,” 652

while ID points are useful to obtain angular information from 653

distant scene points. 654

Another contribution of the paper is the combination of two 655

recent local mapping techniques to improve consistency and 656

reduce complexity in the SLAM process. Using CI local maps 657

[51], our system is able to properly share information related 658

to the camera motion model and common features between 659

consecutive maps. Smoother transitions from map to map are 660

achieved as well as better relative locations between local maps. 661

By means of the simplicity and efficiency of the CI D&C SLAM 662

algorithm, we can recover the full map very efficiently. The 663
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combination of both techniques adds robustness to the process664

without sacrificing precision.665

In [50], we describe the performance of D&C SLAM when666

the vehicle carries out different types of trajectories. For some667

trajectories, the cost of map joining can increase at some steps,668

depending of the size of the overlap between the maps to be669

joined: doing exploration, the overlap is constant and the cost670

of map joining is small, when completing a loop traversal for a671

second time the overlap between the maps is total and the cost672

of joining will be much higher. Although we are able to close673

large indoor and outdoor loops, the algorithm used for loop674

closing strongly depends on detecting sets of features already675

stored in the map when the same area is revisited. It would be676

interesting to analyze other types of algorithms for loop closing,677

for instance, the image to map algorithm proposed in [58].678

Moreover, as we assume smooth motions, the relocation al-679

gorithm presented in [58] would enable the system to avoid680

failures in case of jitter.681

There is also a restriction of the system to estimate pitch682

orientation due to the use of Euler angles. A combined solution683

using quaternions can mitigate the problem. This will be part of684

our future research.685

Apart from upward looking cameras and jitter, there are no686

limitations to manoeuver the camera freely: it can be used in687

environments that include stairs and other terrain accidents. This688

kind of experiment will be part of the evaluation process for689

future work.690

We will also focus on comparing our system with other stereo691

vision techniques such as visual odometry. We are very inter-692

ested in studying the fusion of the stereo camera with other693

sensors like GPS or inertial systems in order to compare the694

precision obtained. We will consider other types of feature de-695

tectors as well, and their effect in the final result.696
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